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Abstract—This paper addresses how network
operators may gain a reasonable return on their
investment into 5G infrastructure. It first considers the
5G mobile network costs structure then applies this to
three typical use cases.
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INTRODUCTION
The drive to build and operate 5G networks continues to be a
priority for policymakers across the world. The pressure on
mobile network companies to transition rapidly to 5G
platforms and services is immense. Less attention has been
given to how those investing in 5G infrastructure will make a
reasonable return on their investment. This paper considers
some of the opportunities available to 5G investors and some
of the constraints and limitations on how those opportunities
may be exploited. We begin with an examination of pricing
in relation to network services, then turn to the cost structure
of 5G networks, and finally look at how 5G’s new network
features can support new revenue growth.
.
I. PRICING
The costs of producing a product are recovered through
pricing. The microeconomic theory of pricing is charmingly
straightforward. It states that the price for a good will settle
at the point where supply matches demand. That point of
equilibrium is reached when the price a customer is willing
to pay matches the marginal cost incurred in producing the
good. If the price is higher demand will drop; if the price is
lower there is no incentive to supply. (Marginal cost is the
cost added by producing an additional unit of supply).
For the theory to hold, certain simplifying assumptions have
to be made – such as effective competition, buyer rationality,
perceived value, portfolio independence and cost recovery
timescales. This said, Figure 1 provides a good summary of
the fundamentals, showing that supply equals demand at the
intersection of P1 and V1, when the price (and marginal cost)
will be P1
The simplifying assumptions of microeconomic theory
become particularly relevant when considering network
pricing. Communication networks have very high fixed costs
and very low variable costs. Network marginal costs rise as a
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Figure 1: Price-Volume Relationship
until network capacity is exhausted. The next Megabyte
requires network expansion and has a huge marginal cost. It
is for this reason that regulators often look at Long Run
Incremental Costs (the cost of providing the whole product
or service) rather than marginal costs (the cost of providing a
unit of that product or service) when considering regulated
prices and interconnection.
A network can supply a portfolio of services, and network
operators have options over how to recover fixed costs across
that portfolio.
Network operators also have the choice (or a regulatory
obligation) to offer wholesale as well as retail services. Here
the consideration is the balance to be struck between the
potential for better loading of network capacity, and the risk
to retail volumes and prices of supporting a competing
Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO).
High capacity digital networks have led to new forms of
competition. What were traditional network services such as
text messaging and voice traffic are now supplied by Overthe-Top Providers (OTTPs) New on-line services such as
video content, broadcast and catch-up TV and so on, once
seen as the future for operators, are increasingly dominated
by more fleet-footed OTTPs. Here the risk to operators is not
simply the foregone added value opportunity, but also the

possibility of network services becoming bundled with OTT
packages with the choice of operator moving from the
consumer to the OTTP.
These complications and refinements above and beyond
basic microeconomic theory make network service pricing
particularly challenging.
We next consider how 5G cost structures differ from those of
current networks, and how 5G features change the service
and portfolio options available to network operators.

II. 5G COSTS
5G specifications relating to the air interface were agreed in
2017 and for the 5G architecture in 2018. Later work is
addressing the specification of the 5G next generation core
(NGC). Initial deployments of 5G networks thus precede the
availability of NGC equipment and will rely on the cores of
existing 4G networks. While eventually, the 5G network will
become stand-alone and capable of providing an omnipotent
facility covering fixed and mobile communications, there
will be a period of parallel running of 4G and 5G.
5G’s use of higher frequency bands (3.4, 3.8GHz, and 24.25
to 27.5GHz) gives greater user bandwidth – but at the
expense of reduced cell sizes. However, new spectrallyefficient forms of multiplexing the data onto the radio
carriers, together with the use highly directional Multiple
Input Multiple Output antenna technology, gives a major
increase in bits-per-Hz. So, we can expect a more costeffective way of carrying greatly increased user data rates.

The 5G NGC will exploit several new network technologies
within an IP integrated architecture [1, 2]. An important
innovation is network slicing, whereby the capacity is
partitioned so that an appropriate ‘slice’ through the NGC is
dedicated to a service type or even an individual customer.
This enables the operator to guarantee network performance,
something new for IP networks. It also enables better
network utilisation since capacity can be used optimally for
the class of traffic carried – with consequent operational cost
savings for the operator.
New technologies that promise to reduce 5G network
equipment costs are network functions virtualisation in
which many of the functions within the NGC are realised in
software run on standard processors. Further economies can
be gained by hosting the functions in one or more clouds.
Crucially, the functions and network capacity can be applied
dynamically, enabling tracking of instantaneous traffic
demand – giving operational cost savings and potential new
revenue opportunities. Further possible service features
and capital cost savings are expected by deploying edge
computing and, possibly, content-distribution network
technologies.
The capital cost of 5G network deployment per bit of user
data carried will decrease as will operational costs in
managing 5G network capacity. However, the 5G network
deployment will not be contiguous for many years, the
existing 4G networks being needed to provide full mobile
coverage – so the operators will have the burden of running
two networks. This tension was neatly captured by
McKinsey in a 2018 report [3]. The humps in the chart of
Figure 2 (taken from the report) show cost of ownership of
the radio access network (excluding core) peaking and then
reducing as 5G build matures.

Scenarios consider costs
associated wit legacy
network evolution, smallcell densification, and the
addition of a 5G macro layer

+300%

+110%

+60%

Scenarios:
(A) 25% data growth
(B) 35% data growth
(C) 50% data growth

Note: Total cost of ownership includes capital expenditures and operational expenditures for
radio access networks and transmission but not core networks. Data are based on 3
operators in a European country. Results are rounded

Figure 2: Total cost of ownership of mobile networks over
time [3].

In conclusion, the capital costs of access and core network
build are high and near certain. Spectrum costs have already
been Fincurred. Parallel running will increase costs.

Use
case
area

Category

Performance Goal
1-10Gbit/s connections

These investments create opportunities for improved network
efficiency, where gains are probable but not guaranteed.
They enable much higher data rates but whether operators
will be able to generate significantly higher charges is not
assured, and costs and revenues are dependent on
assumptions about data growth where reasonable projections
span a broad range. They enable new services, and thus new
sources of revenue, though those opportunities will be
contested between fixed and mobile networks and by
MVNOs and service providers.

Speed and
throughput

eMBB

Latency

Cell aggregate throughput: 20Gbit/s
downlink (DL), 10Gbit/s uplink (UL)
Indoor throughput 10Mbit/s per m2
User experience DL 100Mbit/s / UL
50Mbit/s
Latency: 4ms user plane, 10 to 20ms
control plane
Stationary 0km/h
Pedestrian 10km/h

Mobility

Vehicular 10 - 120km/h
III. NEW 5G SERVICES
Three types of use case are used as umbrella terms in
describing potential 5G services:
•

Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB).

•

Massive machine-type communications (mMTC).

•

Ultra-reliable low-latency communications
(URLLC).

We look at each in turn.
eMBB
In 5G, mobile broadband will be “enhanced”, especially at
the radio layer, to provide:
•

More extensive coverage.

•

Denser coverage in highly populated areas (eg
stadiums, commuter train stations, shopping
centres).

•

Higher capacity (more connections per area, more
total data carriage per area).

•

Higher speeds and lower latency for individual
users.

•

Mobility service while travelling at higher speeds.

•

More overall reliability.

•

Content caching at the base station – “multi-access
edge computing”.

•

Seamless management of access method (mobile,
public WiFi, private WiFi).

Table 1 shows the performance goals for eMBB.

High Speed 120 - 500km/h
Table 1: Performance goals for eMBB
Source: ITU-R M.2410-0 (Nov2017) and Technical report on 5G
network Architecture and Security (Dec 2018).

Mobile operators will want to fill their new capacity quickly,
and as efficiently as possible. Only in this way will the
theoretical unit cost reductions (cost per bit per Hertz) be
realisable. If this can be achieved, then operators could see
profit growth from eMBB, even without premium pricing
(other than for early adopters) – but the downside risk looms
large.
Most mobile operators are also fixed network operators.
They can achieve economies of scope by running 5G fibre
backhaul themselves, and by managing the access method
for each device more efficiently. It could well be the case
that some operators reflect these economies by offering a
single solution for a device, a family or a small business.
BT’s recent promotions show signs of thinking along these
lines, currently in the form of the converged “Halo”
portfolios. So eMBB is an extension of home / office
broadband and public WiFi.
In principle, retail pricing for eMBB could also incorporate
added-value elements, such as better experience in denselycovered areas, or “boost-it” temporary quality increments to,
for example, speed up file transfer by caching it at the
network edge.
Where these quality elements might be more relevant is in
wholesale pricing to a wide collection of potential new
service providers. These could range from virtual reality
game providers, to highways agencies managing motorways,
to factories and warehouses controlling robots (and humans).
Given the need to fill up their networks efficiently, networks
may find themselves being as creative with wholesale pricing
as they have been to-date with retail pricing.

mMTC and URLLC
This section explores some of the new opportunities created
by mMTC and URLLC. The performance goals for these
new technologies are summarised in Table 2.

Use case
area
mMTC:

Category

Performance Goal

Density

1,000,000 nodes per km2

URLLC:

Security
and
reliability
Latency

Highly secure / resilient

Deterministic quality of service
(jitter and latency)
Low Latency: 1ms user plane, 10
to 20ms control plane

Figure 3 shows a simple model to support an Industry 4.0 use
case, two private entities collaborating.

Use case

Radio Access
Network (RAN)

Core network

End-to-End
(E2E) network
management

Service provider

RAN 1

CORE 1

E2E manager *

Service

Factory owner

MNO

MNO

Factory

Factory of the future

* E2E manager = Orchestration, slicing, SLA / QoS

Radio interface

B2B interface

B2C/U interface

Figure 3: Factory of the Future, Industry 4.0 application.
Table 2: 5G Performance goals for mMTC and URLLC
Source: as for Table 1

The performance goals for mMTC and URLLC are based on
the requirements of industry vertical sector use cases
previously not supported by mobile network technologies. In
some cases, although the requirements and needs have been
known for a long while, (e.g. industrial control systems,
automotive telematics, connected health) the network
economics, liability, security and performance have not
matched requirements and hence services have not been
deployed.
Addressing the new use cases will mean deployments into
new areas, both virtually and physically, and may require the
use of multiple networks to create the end-to-end
connections required. These connections may need to be
negotiated in real time to set up and tear down the required
connection and agree the required Service Level Agreements
to ensure the QoS profile for the specific use case can be
delivered. Once the connection is negotiated and agreed,
slicing mechanisms* can then be used to ensure the
necessary QoS service parameters can be supported.
There will be fierce competition for leadership in the
delivery of new use cases. MNOs able to leverage existing
assets such as spectrum, backhaul, radio, core, billing
systems and sites together with new techniques and
technologies like orchestration** and slicing will be best
placed to secure and consolidate this leading position.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate some potential use cases.

In the example above, the factory location did not have good
mobile coverage. In partnership with the MNO, the Factory
purchased and installed a 5G in-building Radio Access
Network (RAN), capable of eMBB, URRLC and mMTC
functionality. The new network provided ability to run
applications to operate critical control systems. Traditional
mobile, telephony and broadband services can be enhanced
through the indoor coverage, enabling one network
investment to address multiple applications. The factory
RAN is controlled by an MNO core and an E2E manager.
The E2E manager could also be used for orchestrating other
assets such as authenticated WiFi or fixed communication
technologies. The service provider is the Factory which
means that this could operate as a private network in the
factory and, outside of the building, the employees would
seamlessly connect to the MNO network.
Figure 4 shows a slightly more complex model where three
entities are collaborating, two private and one public.

Use case

Connected transport

Radio Access
Network (RAN)

Core network

RAN 1
Roadside
infrastructure
operator

CORE 1
Roadside
infrastructure
operator

RAN 2

CORE 2

MNO

MNO

End-to-End
(E2E) network
management

Service provider

E2E manager *

Service

MNO

Automotive
manufacturer

* E2E manager = Orchestration, slicing, SLA / QoS
Radio interface

B2B interface

B2C/U interface

Figure 4: Connected-Transport use case
*Slicing is a network feature that enables the physical network
infrastructure to be portioned ‘sliced’ to provide a QoS controlled end-toend path for defined services.
**Orchestration is a policy-driven function to coordinate the hardware and
software components of a network to automate the way network requests are
managed and delivered.

In this Connected Transport use case, two RANs are
providing connectivity to the car, both with their own CORE
network. CORE 1 could be a separate physical network, or a
virtual network operated by an MNO. The E2E management
is being orchestrated by the MNO. The service provider is an

Automotive Manufacturer. The approach on the RAN is
based on a public roadside operator connecting 5G nodes to
existing infrastructure to provide coverage to areas where
traditionally the B2C MNO did not provide adequate mobile
coverage.
As with the Factories of the Future example, the network is
capable of eMBB, MMTC and URLLC thereby allowing the
infrastructure to support multiple applications such as private
radio, V2X (Vehicle-to-Everything)* applications, mapping,
mobile telephony and broadband. In some areas, where
multiple networks exist, the car can transparently switch
between the two RANs, managed by the E2E orchestrator.
The relationship with the consumer is through the car
manufacturer and hence the other entities are not visible to
the user.
The third example in Figure 5 shows how such a modular
business eco-system could address a local Health and Social
Care use case. In this case the complexity has increased
again, reflecting the complexity and fragmentation of Health
and Social care systems. The common approach enables
applications such as telehealth, vital sign monitoring, secure
large file transfer, robotic surgery and traditional mobile
telephony and broadband services to run over a common
network infrastructure owned by multiple parties.

Use case

Connected transport

Radio Access
Network (RAN)

Core network

RAN 1

CORE 1

End-to-End
(E2E) network
management

Service provider
Service

Hospital

Hospital

RAN 2

CORE 2

Local GP

E2E manager *
MNO

Hospital clinician
/ records
Service
GP / records

MNO

Service

* V2X = vehicle to everything, including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P)

IV. AUTHORS’ CONCLUSIONS
5G is being built in anticipation of a continuing and major
growth in user data volumes. It will create a much greater
capacity to connect and carry data traffic. But that comes at a
cost – licence fees, new access and core infrastructures, more
cell sites and raised transitional costs during parallel running.
Capitalising on the growth in data is not necessarily
straightforward. Experience in fixed markets is that
customers expect growing data capacity but not growing data
prices. Competition will be fierce, between mobile network
operators, fixed operators, MVNOs and service providers.
It is likely that 5G build will create capacity greater than
demand, at least for an interim period. Price pressures on
simple data packages will be acute. The challenge for
operators will be to avoid commoditisation of data services,
through bundling with other services and terminals,
differential levels of quality or establishing and building
brand and reputational values.
The initial signs are that MNOs are trying to find means of
differentiating their 5G data service from those of their
competitors. EE began by charging a premium for 5G,
aiming to capitalise on the enthusiasm of early adopters.
Vodafone opted for innovation, dropping data limits and
offering tiered pricing based on data speeds. Three
positioned as the value for money player, offering 5G at no
extra cost to existing customers. These initial positions will
change as 5G build progresses and as market reaction to the
different offers becomes apparent. But it is clear that 5G data
prices will have to be innovative and find new sources of
perceived user value to succeed.

Patient’s home
Social care
provider

* E2E manager = Orchestration, slicing, SLA / QoS
Radio interface

B2B interface

B2C/U interface

Figure 5: Health and Social Care use case.

Figure 5 shows three RANs, in the hospital, GP surgery and
the patient’s home. None of these need be owned by the
MNO, although the MNO can be the orchestrator of the
system and the fourth RAN could be the MNO which means
the patient can also be connected outside of the three main
RAN areas, providing service based on context and location.
Implementing this sort of extended multiple player value
chain is a complex process. The work of the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) will define and help
create a common technology base, however we are still far
from standardising the commercial common approach for
multiple network / business owner interactions, and further
work is required.

5G also creates new opportunities, both for greater levels of
network efficiency and for new sources of revenue. Investor,
regulatory and competitive pressures are likely to ensure that
operational efficiencies are delivered, or that failure to
achieve them is punished.
Capitalising on new sources of revenue is more complex.
The sorts of use cases enabled by 5G require new
competences to deliver and bring new sources of competition
into play. Solutions will tend to be customer or sector
specific, to require management across a range of networks,
often with different owners, and to require ongoing
management and oversight.
This combination of bespoke solutions and ongoing support
of complex systems requires development and stewardship
resources largely new to MNOs. It means new forms of
partnership working. It means new requirements for
Business-to-Business interfaces, business models and
Service Level Agreements. The good news for MNOs is that
part of the skill set required is expertise in the management
of interconnected network infrastructures and application of
technologies such as orchestration and slicing. This should
play to existing core strengths.

The less good news is that, although necessary, network
skills are not sufficient. MNOs will have to consider whether
to develop, recruit, acquire or partner in order to get service
development, solutions architecture, customer relationship
management, contracting and contract management, billing
and other skills necessary for success. In part, that choice
will be driven by whether MNOs wish to contribute to a
solution, by supplying an off-the-shelf capability and leaving
leadership, management and ownership to others, or whether
they wish to take the more costly but potentially more
lucrative alternative of owning and leading the solution
themselves.

B2B
eMBB
mMTC
MNO
NGC
OTTP
RAN
URLLC

It is likely that pragmatism will prevail, with MNOs
choosing to lead on solutions which rest heavily on their core
strengths and moving to a supplier-basis for other contracts.
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A further revenue opportunity lies in wholesale markets,
supplying network services to MVNOs and others who may
compete at the retail level. Network slicing holds the
prospect of a richer and more varied wholesale portfolio.
The commercial opportunities of 5G are real but will not be
straightforward to seize and capitalise upon. Where once
mobile licences were considered both a permit to operate and
a licence to print money, now they are a commitment to
spend against a significantly less confident possibility of a
return.
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ABBREVIATIONS
B2C
Business-to-consumer
B2C/U Business-to-consumer and/or user

Business-to-business
Enhanced mobile broadband
Massive machine type communications
Mobile network operator
next generation core
Over-the-top provider
Radio access network
Ultra reliable and low latency communications
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